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Abstract 
We define a cotilting bimodule complex as the non-cummutative ring version of a dualizing 
complex, and show that a cotilting bimodule complex includes all indecomposable injective 
modules in case of Noetherian rings. Moreover we define strong-Morita derived duality, and 
show that existence of a cotilting bimodule complex is equivalent to one of strong-Morita 
derived duality. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1991 Math. Subj. Class.: 16D30, 16D90, 18E30, 18E35 
0. Introduction 
In algebraic geometry, the notion of dualizing complexes was introduced by 
Grothendieck and Hartshorne [4], and was studied by several authors. They had 
started to use technique of local duality, and used developed technique of duality for 
derived categories [4]. Yekutieli developed this theory to deal with case of non- 
commutative graded k-algebras [13]. In representation theory, Rickard gave a ‘Mori- 
ta theory’ for derived categories of module categories [lo]. He also introduced tilting 
bimodule complexes in case of projective k-algebras over a commutative ring k, and 
studied the relations between tilting bimodule complexes and derived equivalences 
[l 11. Afterwards several authors in representation theory studied derived categories 
of module categories (for example [5,7]). We studied cotilting bimodules as the 
non-commutative ring version of dualizing modules, and the conditions that bi- 
modules induce a localization duality of derived categories [S]. The purpose of this 
paper is to study a ‘Morita duality theory’ for derived categories in case of coherent 
rings, that is, the relations between cotilting bimodule complexes and dualities for 
derived categories. From the point of view of dualizing complexes, this notion is also 
the non-commutative ring version of dualizing complexes. 
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In Section 2, we study bimodule complexes which induce localization dualities of 
derived categories of modules (Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7), and show that 
a cotilting bimodule complex induces a Morita derived duality (Corollary 2.8). 
Moreover, we show a cotilting bimodule complex is a finitely embedding cogenerator, 
and in case of Noetherian rings, a cotilting bimodule complex includes every injective 
indecomposable module (Theorem 2.9, Corollaries 2.10, and 2.11). This property is 
also the non-commutative ring version of residual complexes in algebraic geometry. 
For an algebra A over a commutative Noetherian ring R, we construct a dualizing 
A-bimodule complex by using an R-module dualizing complex (Theorem 2.14 and 
Corollary 2.15). In Section 3, in case of projective k-algebras over a commutative ring 
k, we give a ‘Morita duality theorem’ for derived categories (Theorem 3.3 and 
Corollary 3.6). For local rings, we have the uniqueness of the cotilting bimodule 
complex (Proposition 3.7); as well as the uniqueness of the dualizing complex. 
Throughout this paper, we assume that all rings have non-zero unity, and that all 
modules are unital. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let G: f+!! + V and I;: V + Q be contravariant a-functors between triangulated 
categories. We call G continuous if G sends direct sums to direct products (if they 
exist). We call {G, F} a right adjoint pair if there is a functorial isomorphism 
Ho-(X, FY) E Hom,(Y, GX) for all XE% and YE-Y: It is easy to see that if 
{G, F} is a right adjoint pair, then G and F are continuous. We call {V; G, F} 
a localization duality of 9 provided that {G, F} is a right adjoint pair, and that the 
natural morphism idy + G OF is an isomorphism (see [8]). 
Let & be an additive category, K(d) a homotopy category of A!, and K+(d), 
K-(A) and Kb(&) full subcategories of K(d) generated by the bounded below 
complexes, the bounded above complexes, the bounded complexes, respectively. For 
a full subcategory B of an abelian category &, let K*b(W) be the full subcategory of 
K*(a) generated by complexes which have bounded homologies, and K*(W),, the 
quotient category of K*(g) by the multiplicative set of quasi-isomorphism, were 
* = + or - . We denote K*(~),, by D*(d). For a thick abelian subcategory %? of 
&, we denote by D:(d) a full subcategory of D*(d) generated by complexes of which 
all homologies belong to %Z (see [4] for details). 
For a complex X’ := (Xi, dJ, we define the following truncations: 
e>“(X*): ... +O+Im&-+X”+1+X”+2-+ . . . . 
u < “(X0): . . . +X”-2+Xn-1-+Kerd,,+O-+ +.., 
Z>,(X*): ... + 0 +x”+’ + xn+2 + 1.. , 
z,,(X’): ... +x”+‘+x”+o+ . . . . 
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For m I n, we denote by Kt”~“l(@ the full subcategory of K(g) generated by 
complexes of the form: ... +0-+X”+ ... +X”+‘-+X”+O+ ..., and denote by 
Dtm*“l(&‘) the full subcategory of D(d) generated by complexes of which homology 
H’ = 0 (i < m or n < i). 
2. Cotilting bimodule complexes and Morita derived duality 
For a ring A, we denote by Mod A (resp., A-Mod) the category of right (resp., left) 
A-modules, and denote by mod A (resp., A-mod) the category of finitely presented 
right (resp., left) A-modules. We denote by InjA (resp., A-Inj) the category of injective 
right (resp., left) A-modules, and denote by 9$ (resp., ,@) the category of finitely 
generated projective right (resp., left) modules. If A is a right coherent ring, then mod A 
is a thick abelian subcategory of Mod A, and then D*(mod A) is equivalent to 
K-*(L&). Moreover, D*(modA) is equivalent o D&,d,(ModA), where * = - or b 
(see C41). 
For a right A-module U, over a ring A, we denote by add U, (resp., sum U,) the 
category of right A-modules which are direct summands of finite direct sums of copies 
of U,, (resp., finite direct sums of copies of U,). 
For a sequence {X:; fi: XT + XT+ ,}i z I of complexes in K(ModA) (resp., 
D(ModA)), we have the following distinguished triangle in K(ModA) (resp., 
D(Mod A)). 
1 -Shift 
x;- x:+x*-+. 
We denote X’ by hlimi,,, Xt and call it the homotopy colimit of the sequence [2]. 
Similarly, for a sequence (Xt; fi : Xr+ 1 + X:}i z I of complexes in K(Mod A) (resp., 
D(ModA)), we have the following distinguished triangle in K(ModA) (resp., 
D(Mod A)): 
We denote X’ by hlim, + i Xt, and call it the homotopy limit of the sequence. 
According to [2], for a complex X*E K(ModA), we have the following isomor- 
phisms in D(Mod A): 
hlimr 2 _nX* z X’, 
n+m 
hlim 0, _nX* E X’, 
co-n 
hlima, ,,X’ E X’ and hlim z 5 ,,X’ z X’. 
“+a m-n 
Spaltenstein, Bijskstedt and Neeman defined the triangulated subcategory K”(Inj A) 
(resp., K”(Proj A)) of K(Mod A) which consists of special complexes of injective (resp., 
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projective) right A-modules. Given a complex X’eD(ModA), we have the isomor- 
phism HomD(M.,dA) (X’, Z’) g HomKcModA) (X’, I’) for every complex Z*E K”(Inj A). 
Moreover, for every complex x’~D(Mod A), there exists a complex Z’~K”(1nj A) 
which has a quasi-isomorphism X’ + I’ in K(Mod A). Similarly, given a complex 
X’ED(M~~A), we have the isomorphism Hom(ModA)(Y, X’) g HomK(ModAJ (P’, X’) 
for every complex P*E K”(Inj A). Moreover, for every complex X’ E D(Mod A), there 
exists a complex P”~KS(Proj A) which has a quasi-isomorphism Y -+ X’ in 
K(ModA) (see [2, 123 for details). 
Let A and B be rings. A complex X’ = (Xi; di : Xi + Xi+ ‘) is called a B-A-bimodule 
complex provided that all Xi are B-A-bimodules and all di are B-A-bimodule mor- 
phisms. 
Definitions. Let A be a right coherent ring and B a left coherent ring. A B-A-bimodule 
complex J_& is called a cotiling B-A-bimodule complex provided that it satisfies the 
following: 
(Cl) BU; is contained in DkodA(Mod A) as a right A-module complex, and is 
contained in D&,,,(B-Mod) as a left B-module complex. 
(C2r) ,JJ,J belongs to Kb(Inj A) as a right A-module complex; 
(C21) BUJ belongs to Kb(B-Inj) as a left B-module complex; 
(C3r) HomD(ModA) (U’, U’[i]) = 0 for all i # 0; 
cc30 H0WqB.w) (U’, U*[i]) = 0 for all i # 0; 
(C4r) the natural left multiplication morphism B -+ HomD(Moda)(BU~, JJJ is a ring 
isomorphism; 
(C4Z) the natural right multiplication morphism AoP -+ HomDu,_Mod)(BU~, J$) is 
a ring isomorphism. 
In case of B = A, we will call a cotilting A-A-bimodule complex a dualizing 
A-bimodule complex. 
We say that A is a left Morita (resp., strong-Morita) derived dual of B if there exist 
contravariant continuous Sfunctors F : D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod) and G: D(B-Mod) + 
D(ModA) which satisfy the condition (Dl) (resp., the conditions (Dl), (D2r) and 
(D21)): 
(Dl) F and G induce a duality between DkodA(MOdA) and &,,,,(B-Mod); 
(D2r) the image of FIDbCModAj is contained in Db(B-Mod); 
(D21) the image of GIDb(B_Mod) is contained in Db(Mod A). 
Remark. Let F : D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod) and G: D(B-Mod) + D(Mod A) be a-fun- 
ctors satisfying that A is a left Morita derived dual of B. Then (F, G} is a right adjoint 
pair as functors between DkodA (Mod A) and Dj_,,,(B-Mod). It need not be a right 
adjoint pair as functors between D(Mod A) and D(B-Mod), but we have the following 
statement. 
Proposition 2.1. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent rings (resp., a left 
Noetherian ring), and let F: D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod) and G’ : D(B-Mod) + D(Mod A) 
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be contravariant continuous a-functors satisfying that A is a left Morita (resp., strong- 
Morita) derived dual of B. Then their exists a a-fiinctor G: D(B-Mod) + D(Mod A) 
which satisfies the following: 
(a) {F, G} is a right adjoint pair as functors between D(Mod A) and D(B-Mod). 
(b) {F, G} induces that A is a left Morita (resp., strong-Morita) derived dual of B. 
Proof. According to [9, Theorems 3.1 and 4.11, there exists a a-functor G: D(B- 
Mod) -+ D(Mod A) such that {F, G} is a right adjoint pair as functors between 
D(Mod A) and D(B Mod). By the above remark, for every complex Y’ in Dk.,,(B- 
Mod), we have the following isomorphisms: 
H’(GY’) g Hom,CModA)(A,GY*[i]) z HomgCB_Mod)(Y*,FA[i]) 
E Horn nCModA)(A, G’Y’[i]) g H’(G’Y*) for all i. 
Then GY’ belongs to Db modA(Mod A). Hence, by adjointness of F, G is isomorphic to G 
as functorsfrom Dg_,ti(B-Mod) to DLodA (Mod A). Let U(B) be the set of left ideals of B. 
In case of B being left Noetherian, there exists some integer n such that we have the 
following isomorphisms: 
HOmD(B-Mod) ( @ B/J, FAN) g n HO%B-Moa) (B/J, FA[il) 
JsZr(B) 
z HOmD(hfodA) A, n G’B/J[i] 
JE II(B) 
= 0 for all i > n. 
By Lemma 3.1(a), we get FAED~(B-MO~)~~~. For every complex Y’ in Db(B-Mod), 
there exist integers m I n such that we have the following isomorphisms: 
H’(GY*) E HOmDCModA)(A, GY’i]) 
= HOmD(B-Mod)(Y*, FA [iI) 
= 0 for all i < m or i > n. 
Then GY’ belongs to Db(Mod A), and therefore the image of GI Db(&&,d) is contained in 
Db(ModA). Hence F and G induce that A is a left strong-Morita derived dual 
of B. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let A and B be rings , JJA a B-A-bimodule. Then {Hom,(-, Bi&): 
Mod A --i B-Mod, HomB( -, Br&) : B-Mod + Mod A} is a right adjoint pair. 
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Lemma 2.3. Let & be a B-A-bimodule complex. Then {RHom;( -, JJJ): 
D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod), R Homi( -, &): D(B-Mod) -+ D(Mod A)) is a right adjoint 
pair. 
Proof. According to [2], for a complex x’,~D(Mod A), there exist complex 
? E K”(Proj A) such that X’ is isomorphic to P’ in D(Mod A). Similarly, for a complex 
BYRD D(B-Mod), there exists a complex Q’ E K”(B-Proj) such that Y’ is isomorphic to 
Q’ in D(B-Mod). Then we have the following isomorphisms: 
Horn,, (Mod A)(X*, R H omi( Y’, J.JJ)) E Ho Hom;(P’, Homi(Q’, JJJ) 
g Ho Homi(Q’, Horn;@“, BUT)) 
E HomD(B_Mod)(Y’, R Hom’,(X’, &)). 0 
Definition. Let 3! be a family of objects of Dtm3”](Mod A). We call a complex X’ in 
D(Mod A) a @!-limit complex with ({Xy}i z o; r) if there exist an integer I and a se- 
quence of the following distinguished triangles: 
u;[- l]+x;+x;+, 
. . . 
... , 
where X,’ and U: belong to %[r] for all i 2 1, such that X’ is isomorphic to 
hlim m +i XT in D(Mod A). In case of 4?! = add U,’ for some complex U,’ of 
Dt”*“](Mod A), we simply call a %-limit complex a UT-limit complex. 
Lemma 2.4. Let 4% be a family of objects of D tm9”](Mod A). For a @-limit complex X’ 
with ({X:}i z 0; r), the following hold: 
(a) We have Xl ED tS*t+kl(Mod A) for all k 2 0, where s = m - r and t = n - r. 
(b) We have an isomorphism a,,,k_2X; S oS:s+k_2Xt_l in D(ModA) for every 
k 2 1, where s = m - r. 
(c) Zf A is a right coherent ring, and if 4P is a family of objects of DF$‘i(Mod A), then 
X’ belongs to Dz,,,(Mod A). 
Proof. It is straightforward. 0 
Lemma 2.5. Let &i be a B-A-bimodule complex satisfying the conditions (Cl) and 
(C2r), and % a family of complexes in D tm,“](Mod A). If X’ is a %-limit complex with 
a sequence {XF}i z o, then the induced natural morphism hlimi,* Hom’,(X:, 
&) + Hom’,(hlim co + ix:, BUJ) is an isomorphism in D(B-Mod). 
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Proof. It is easy to see that we have the following commutative diagram in D(B-Mod): 
Hom’,(X:, JJi) = Hom:(Xf, BU2) 
I 
hlim Hom:(X:, BUT) 5 Horn’, hlimXf, BUT . 
i+m ‘( ) m-i 
We may assume BUi is contained in K [“,‘l(Inj A). Given an integer k, we have the 
following isomorphisms: 
@‘Horn> (hl- Xt, &i) E HomDcModA) (h,“c”f Xy, .LTf[k]) 
= HOmo(ma a) oI f _ k hlim X:, &T [k] 
m-i 
E HomD(ModA)(oSt-kX;, &Y[kl) for some p Z+ 0 
= Homrqmd,q(X;, &,‘Ckl) 
g H&Horn; (XL:, &T). 
Moreover, there exists an integer q such that we have the following isomorphisms for 
all j 2 0: 
Hk Hom>(Xb, &?2)) z HomD(ModA)(X:, dCCk1) 
g HomD(Mod&< t-&;, &?;[kl) 
E Horn D(ModA)(cs t-kX;+ j, Bu,‘CkI) 
E Hk Horn> (X,‘+j, BUT). 
Then we have the isomorphism HkHom5(X:, &J)) E Hkhlim+, Hom’i(X,f, BUJ). 
For all integers r 2 max(p, q), we have the following commutative diagram: 
Hk Horn: (X:, BUi) = Hk Hom’,(X:, &T) 
I 
Hk hlim Hom>(Xf, &J 2 Hk Horn,’ hlim X;, &i , 
i-too ’ (m-i ) 
where vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Therefore Hkq is an isomorphism, and hence 
q is an isomorphism in D(B-Mod). 0 
Theorem 2.6. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring, BUi a B-A-bimodule 
complex satisfying the conditions (Cl), (C2r), (C3r) and (C4r). Then {D&,,,d(B-Mod); 
Horn>>> -, &J, R- Homt( -, JJ;)} is a localization duality ofD,?,,,dA(Mod A), and the 
image of Horn,,, -, &J ( Db,odA(ModA) is contained in &,,,(B-Mod). Moreover, every 
complex in Diod,(Mod A) is a U.-limit complex if and only if Hom>(-, BUT) and 
R- Hom’,( -, BU;) induce the duality between D&,,,(B-Mod) and Dz,,,(Mod A). 
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Proof. The condition (C2r) implies the existence of R+ Horn;;; -, &Ji) z 
Hom>(--, &2): D+(ModA) -+ D-@-Mod). We have Hom’,(P,, J.JJ belongs 
to add JJ* for all PEP*. Then, according to [4, Ch. 1, Proposition 7.31, we can 
consider R+ Hom:(-, JJ;): D GOdA(Mod A) + D&,,,,(B-Mod), and the image of 
R+ Hom,(-, BU;))IDb,O,,(MOdAJ is contained in Dk.,,,(B-Mod). It is clear that 
R+ Horn;;; -, &i) : D,,,,(B-Mod) + D’(Mod A) exists. Since D&,,,(B-Mod) is 
equivalent o D- (B-Mod), DB_mod(B-Mod) is equivalent o K- (#‘). Given a complex 
X’E DB_,,&B-Mod), there exists a complex P*E K-(,9) such that X’ is isomorphic 
to P’ in D&,,a(B-Mod). Since R- Homt( - , &J) is isomorphic to 
R- Homi(hlim,,, z> _J’*, JJ;) z hlim, +,R-Hom;(z 2 -,P’, &l), R- Horn; (P’, 
J.$) is a U,‘-limit complex. By Lemma 2.4, R- Homi(P’, JJJ) is contained in 
D+ modA (Mod A). Also, the condition (C3r) implies that the natural morphism 
2, _“p + R+ Hom’,(R- Homi(z, _,P* , BUJ), &i) is an isomorphism in D(B-Mod). 
Therefore, according to Lemma 2.5, we have the following commutative diagram in 
D(B-Mod): 
hlim r z _,P’ + hlimRt Hom>(R- Horn;@, -“F, &i), &i) 
n-+m n+m 
II I 
Rt Horn> hlim R- Horn;@, _,,F, JJ;)), BUT 
CiJ+ti 
I 
hlimr,_,P’+R’Hom~ 
n-a, 
(R- Horn; (lrtzz> _,,PO, JJ;), BU;) 
I I 
p- R+ Hom:(R- Hom;(P, BU;), &J, 
where vertical arrows are isomorphisms in D(B-Mod). Hence p + 
R+ Hom>(R- Hom’,(F, &“), BUT) is an isomorphism in D(B-Mod). 
By the above, it is easy to see if Hom;l( -, BUJ) and Horn;;; -, &2) induce the 
duality between D,&,,(B-Mod) and DLodA (Mod A), then every complex in 
D;,d,(Mod A) is a U,‘-limit complex. Conversely, if every complex X’ in 
D:od R (Mod A) is a U’,-limit complex, then there exist an integer r and a sequence of 
the following distinguished triangles: 
. . . 
u;[- n] +x,‘-+x,‘_, -), 
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where XE and U,? belong to (add U,‘) [r] for all i 2 1, such that X’ is isomorphic to 
hlim aotiX,~ in D(ModA). Since U,y[- i] + Horn: (Hom’,(Uf[- i], BU;), BU.) 
is an isomorphism in D(ModA) for all i, the natural morphism XzF + 
Homi(Hom;(XF, JJ,,), eU2) is an isomorphism in D(Mod A) for all i. By Lemma 2.5, 
the natural morphism hlim, + i XL: -+ Hom’,(Hom’,(hlim, + i Xi’, BU2), BUi) is an 
isomorphism in D(Mod A). Therefore, HomoB( - , JJ,,) : D,&,,,(B-Mod) + 
D i,d,(ModA) is dense, and hence Homl( - , JJ,,) and Hom$( - , &i) induce the 
duality between D&,,d(B-Mod) and D&,,,(Mod A). 0 
Corollary 2.1. Let A be right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring, sU& a B-A-bimodule 
complex satisfying the conditions (Cl), (C2r), (C21), (C3r) and (C4r). Then (Dk_,,d(B- 
Mod); Hom’,( -, &a’), Hom’,( -, .U;)} is a localization duality of Dk.,,&Mod A). 
Proof. By the condition (C21), it is easy to see that the image of R- Hom’,( -, 
&J) %’ Hom>(-, &J) is contained in DLOd,(Mod A). We are done by Theo- 
rem 2.6. 0 
Corollary 2.8. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring, BUi a cotilting 
B-A-bimodule complex. Then A is a left strong-Morita derived dual of B, and there is 
a duality between DmodA (Mod A) and De.,,d(B-Mod). 
Proof. It is clear that Horn::: -, BUi) and Homi( -, BUi) are continuous a-functors. 
According to Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.7, A is a left strong-Morita derived dual 
of B. Since Hom’,( -, sU2) and Hom’,(-, &i) are way-out in both directions, by 
[4, Ch. 1, Proposition 7.11, we deduce the assertion. 0 
Let ,JZ! be an abelian category, %Y a full subcategory of d. We call an object X E & 
a finitely embedding cogenerator for 99 provided that every object in .GY has an 
injection to some finite direct sum of copies of X in &‘. 
Theorem 2.9. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring, and &” a B-A- 
bimodule complex which satisfies the conditions (Cl) and (C2r). Assume that the image of 
Hom’,( -, BUJ: D&,,(Mod A) + D&,,(B-Mod) contains B-mod. Zf E’ is a complex 
E&,1 . . . . ;E” T’ ... in K+(B-Inj) which is isomorphic to BUi in D(B-Mod), then 
s E’ 1s aJimtely embedding cogeneratorfor B-mod, and then ni ~ _s E’ is afznitely 
embedding injective cogenerator for B-mod. 
Proof. Since D GOda(Mod A) is equivalent o D- (mod A), DiOd,(Mod A) is equivalent 
to K- (sum AA). By assumption, for every X E B-mod, there exists a complex P’ 
in K-(sumAJ such that Hom’,(P’, &i) is isomorphic to X in Db(B-Mod). 
Since Hom;(P’, B A U’) is a .U’-limit complex, there exists an integer n such that we 
have isomorphisms Hi Hom’,(P’, &i) E H’Hom’,(z.,,p, &T) for all i I 0. We 
may assume zZ,PD is a complex P” --+ ... + Pm, where P’~sumA, (n I i I m). 
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Then Hom;(P’, JJ;) is isomorphic to E: for some E:~sum E’ (n I i I m). There- 
fore Hom’,(z, ,,P, &i) is isomorphic to a iterated mapping cone complex 
E:Cnl OE:+,L-n + 110 1.. 0 E’,[m]. The complex E,‘[n] 0 Ez+,[n + l] @ ... @ 
E’,[m]isoftheformI-“‘-“-+ ... +I-l+Io-+ . . ..whereIjEadd(&._.E’).Then 
we have the following exact sequences: 
O+Z-*-“-+ . . . +Z-l+Imd_, --PO (1) 
O+Imd_, +Kerdo-+X-+O. (2) 
Since I’ is injective (- s < i I - l), Im d_ 1 is injective. Therefore, the exact sequence 
(2) splits, and hence X has an injection to 1’. By I0 E add(@i z _s E’), X is embedded in 
some finite direct sum of copies of @i z -s E”. 0 
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring nUT a B-A- 
bimodule complex &$ + ... --+ JJAn satisfying the conditions (Cl), (C2r), (C24 (C3r) 
and (C4r). Then @Fzo U’ is a finitely embedding injective cogenerator for B-mod. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7 and Theorem 2.9. 0 
Corollary 2.11. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left coherent ring, &i a cotilting 
B-A-bimodule complex JIJ,” -+ ..’ + BUAn. Then @fzo U’ is aBnitely embedding injec- 
tive cogenerator for B-mod. 
Corollary 2.12. Let A be a right coherent ring, B a left Noetherian ring, &$ a cotilting 
B-A-bimodule complex .U,” + ..’ + sU,“, Then every injective indecomposable left 
B-module is isomorphic to a direct summand of some .Uff’. 
Lemma 2.13. Let A, B, C and D be rings, sXJ a bounded above A-B-bimodule complex 
which is contained in K-(9’s), cYT a bounded below C-B-bimodule complex, and 
cZi a bounded C-D-bimodule complex. Then we have the natural A-D-bimodule complex 
isomorphism AX; @)B Horn&Y;, &Z,‘) g HomE(Hom&Xz, cYi), cZ’,). 
Proof. Let X be a A-B-bimodule which is finitely generated projective as a right 
B-module, Y a C-B-bimodule, and Z a C-D-bimodule. Then we have the natural 
A-D-bimodule isomorphism X Oe Homc( Y, Z) -+ Horn,-(HomB(X, Y), Z) by elemen- 
tary correspondence (x @ f H (g H f (g(x)))). Then we clearly get the statement. 17 
Following Rickard [ll], we call an A-B-bimodule complex AT; a tilting A-B- 
bimodule complex if it satisfies the conditions (C3r), (C31), (C4r), (C41) and 
(Tl) ATi belongs to Kb(PtJ as a right B-module complex, and belongs to Kb(@) 
as a left A-module complex. 
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In case of finite dimensional k-algebras over a field k, we defined a cotilting module 
complex by using a duality Horn,,, - , k) : mod A + A-mod [7]. We construct a cotilt- 
ing bimodule complex by using dualizing complexes. 
Theorem 2.14. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with a dualizing complex w*, 
A and B R-algebras which are jinitely generated R-modules. If ATi is a tilting A-B- 
bimodule complex, then Hom$(,Ti, w’) is a cotilting B-A-bimodule complex. 
Proof. It is clear that Horn&T& 03 is contained in K”(Inj A) as a right A-module 
complex, and is contained in Kb(B-Inj) as a left B-module complex. Since 
Horn&T:, w*) is an W.-limit complex with a sequence {Hom;(z, _“*Ti, w*)}, 
Hom’,(,T;, w’) is contained in Db *&Mod R). Since A and B are finitely generated 
R-modules, every homology of Horn&T& w’) is a finitely generated R-module, and 
hence finitely generated as a right A-module and as a left B-module. Therefore, 
Horn&T;, w*) is contained in Dk,,,(Mod A) as a right A-module complex, and 
is contained in Dk_,,,(B-Mod) as a left B-module complex. In order that 
Horn&T& w*) satisfies the conditions (C3r) and (C4r), it suffices to show that the 
natural morphism AA + RbHomf,(RbHom;(A,, Horn&T;, w’)), Horn&T;, w’)) is an 
isomorphism in DLodA (Mod A). By Lemma 2.13, we have the following isomorphisms 
in D(Mod A): 
Rb Hom;(Rb Hom>(A,, Horn&T;, w’)), Horn&T;, 0.)) 
g HomE(HomE(Ti, w.), Hom’,(,TI, 0’)) 
g Horn&T; @)BHomi(Ti, w*), w*) 
z Hom’R(Hom’RHom&T& T@, w’), w*). 
Since ATi is a tilting A-B-bimodule complex, the natural morphism AA + 
Hom’,(,Ti, Ti) is a quasi-isomorphism in K(Mod A). By the duality of w., we have 
the following isomorphisms: 
Homi(Hom’,(Hom&Ti, Ti), w’), w*) E’ Hom’,(Hom;(A,, w*), w*) 
Similarly, Horn&T;, w.) satisfies the conditions (C31), (C41). 0 
We get the non-commutative ring version of results of Grothendieck and Harts- 
horne [4, Ch. 4, Proposition 2.41. 
Corollary 2.15. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. A an R-algebra which is 
jinitely generated as an R-module. If W’ is a dualizing R-module complex, then 
Hom,(A, w*) is a dualizing A-bimodule complex. 
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3. A Morita duality theorem for derived categories 
Let k be a commutative ring. We call a k-algebra A a projective k-algebra if A is 
projective as a k-module. Let A, B and C be projective k-algebras. According to [3], 
a projective (resp., injective) BoP Ok A-module is projective (resp. , injective) as both 
a right A-module and a left B-module. According to [2,11,13] we have the following 
derived functors: 
RHom’,( -,-):D(ModBoP OkA) oPxD(ModCoP@kA)~D(ModCoP@kB), 
- & - :D(ModBoP &A)xD(ModAoP @kC)+D(ModBoP@kC). 
Let Db(ModA)fid be the triangulated subcategory of Db(Mod A) generated by 
complexes which are isomorphic to complexes in K”(Inj A). 
Lemma 3.1. Let A be a ring, and rZ(A) the set of right ideals of A. For a complex 
X’E Db(Mod A), the following hold: 
(a) Zfthere exist an integer n such that HomDb(ModA)(@IErl(A) A/Z, X*[i]) = Ofor all 
i > n, then X’ belongs to Db(Mod A)fid. 
(b) In case of A being a right Artiniun ring, if there exist an integer n such that 
Horn Db(ModA)(A/radA, X*[i]) = Ofor all i > n, then X’ belongs to Db(MOd A)fid. 
Proof. (a) By Baer condition. (b) By [l]. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a right coherent projective k-algebra, B a left coherent projective 
k-algebra. Let BVJ be a B-A-bimodule complex which belongs to Db(Mod A)fid us a right 
A-module complex, and belongs to Db(B-MOd)fid us a left B-module complex. Then there 
exists a bounded B-A-bimodule complex &T, which belongs to Kb(Inj A) us a right 
A-module complex, and belongs to Kb(B-Inj) as a left B-module complex, such that 
J&’ is isomorphic to BVi in D (Mod B”* Ok A). 
Proof. See [13, Proposition 2.4). 0 
By the above lemma, we can replace the conditions (C2r) and (C21) of cotilting 
bimodule complexes by the following conditions: 
(C2’r) &i belongs to Db(MOd A)fid as a right A-module complex; 
((3’1) &i belongs to Db(B-MOd)fid as a left B-module complex. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a right coherent projective k-algebra and B a left Noetherian 
projective k-algebra. The following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a lef strong-Moritu derived dual of B. 
(b) There exists a cotilting B-A-bimodule complex JJi. 
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Proof. (b) => (a): By Corollary 2.8. 
(a) 3 (b): Let F: D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod) and G’ : D(B-Mod) + D(Mod A) be con- 
tinuous &functors satisfying that A is a left strong-Morita derived dual of B. By 
Proposition 2.1, we can take a right adjoint pair {F : D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod), G : D(B- 
Mod) + D(Mod A)} satisfying that A is a left strong-Morita derived dual of B. Let X’ 
be a complex GB E Do,,, (Mod A). Then we have the following isomorphisms: 
Homg(ModA)(Xo, XVI) = HomDtModAj(GB, NU 
= 0 for all i # 0. 
According to [S], there exists a B-A-bimodule complex JJJ E K-(Proj BoP Ok A) such 
that JJ,J is isomorphic to XJ in D(ModA), and that the natural left multiplication 
morphism B -+ HomDorodA)(J.J~, BUi) is a ring isomorphism. Then JJi satisfies the 
conditions (C3r) and (C4r). Since B E EndD(ModA&UJ) g EndDoroaA,(GB), we have the 
following isomorphisms as B-A-bimodules: 
Since FA belongs to Dk.,,d(B-Mod), then BUJ belongs to Dk_,,d(B-Mod). Therefore 
& satisfies the condition (Cl). Since @rEII(__+t/Z belongs to Dd(Mod A), 
F(@IEII(A) A/I) belongs to Db(B-Mod). Then there exists an integer n such that we 
have 
= 0 for all i > n. 
By Lemma 3.1(a), we get JJJED~~~~ (Mod A)fid. According to Lemma 3.5, for every 
complex FEK-(#), we have an isomorphism GF g RHom’,(P’, JJJ in 
D(Mod A). Since B is left Noetherian, by the continuity of G, we have 
RHom;l ( @ B/J, BUJ) E n RHom;(B/J, JJJ) 
JEII(B) JdI(B) 
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Then R HoG@JElr(B) B/J, JJ,‘) belongs to Db(Mod A). Since {RHom’,( -, 
JYJ) : D(Mod A) + D(B-Mod), R Hom’,( -, JJJ) : D(B-Mod) + D(Mod A)) is a right 
adjoint pair, there exists an integer n such that we have 
HOmD(ic-mod) @j B/I, BUi cil 
JdI(B) 
E HOmD(B-Mod) @ B/J, R HomXL Bui)[il) 
JEU(B) 
= 0 for all i > n. 
By Lemma 3.1(a), we get BUJED$_m,,d(B-MOdhid. Since the natUral morphism 
B + R Hom>(,U,‘, sUJ) is an isomorphism in Db(Mod BoP Ok B), we have an iso- 
morphism P --) R Hom$(R Horn,@‘, JIJ), BUJ, for every finitely generated 
projective left B-module. Then we have an isomorphism P + 
R Horn’,@ Hom’,(P’, JJJ, &J) for every P*E Rb(Bp). By the duality, there exists 
a complex PER- such that AA zz Gp in D(ModA). According to Lemma 3.5, 
we get an isomorphism GQ’ g R HomE(Q’, &J in D(Mod A). Since R Horn;@, JJJ) 
is a U,‘-limit complex with a sequence {R Hom$(r 2 _n p, BUJ)}, we have the following 
isomorphism in D(B-Mod): 
hlim z z _,Q’ + hlimR HomI(R Hon$(r 2 -,Q’, BUI), &I) 
n+o2 n-tm 
II I 
R Horn: hlim R Horn;@ z -,Q*, JJJ), BUJ 
CW+n 
hlimz t _,Q’, BU’J 
n+m 
I 
Q’--- R HoG(R HoWQ’, BG), BE), 
where the vertical arrows are isomorphisms in D(B-Mod). Then, by the duali- 
ties and the property of right adjoint pairs, R Homz(Q’, BUJ) -+ 
R Hom’,(R Hom’,(R Homi(Q’, BUJ), BUJ), &I) is an isomorphism in D(Mod A), and 
hence AA + R HomE(R Horn>@ A, &J), JJi) is an isomorphism in D(ModA). This 
implies that BUJ satisfies the conditions (C31) and (C4Z). 0 
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Lemma 3.4. Let U,’ be a complex in Db(Mod A) which satisjes the condition (C3r), and 
X’ a U,‘-limit complex with ((Xt}, z 0; 0). Then we have HomgCModA#$, U: [I]) = 0 
for all 1 < - k. 
Lemma 3.5. In the situation of the proof in Theorem 3.3, for every complex 
p E K- (sp), we have an isomorphism GP’ E R Homi( P’, BUJ) in D(Mod A). 
Proof. Let H:= RHom;(-, sUJ), P’ a complex ... + P-’ + P” -0 + ... which 
belongs to K-(,9), and Pf := z z _iP’. Then we have the following sequences of 
distinguished triangles: 
GP-‘[-l]+GP;+GP’+, HP-‘[- l] -HP; +HPO-+, 
GP-‘[- 2]+ GP; + GP; -+, HP-Z[-2]+HP;-tHP;+, 
GP-‘[-i]-+Gz+GP;+,+, HP-i[-i]-+HP;+HP;+l-+, 
..., ... . 
By inductive step, we construct isomorphisms between distinguished triangles: 
GP-‘[i] 2 GP; 2 GPf_ 1 -% GP-‘[- i + 11 
HP-‘[ - i] W, HPf ui HE_ 1 A HP-‘[ - i + 11, 
where P’, := PO. Since the natural morphisms B g HomDCB_Modj(GB, ) g 
HomDCB-Mod@X, au;) are isomorphisms, the isomorphism GB E RHomi(B, JJJ 
induces the isomorphism HomDCB_Mod(GB, ) g HomDCB_Modj(R Homz(B, sU$), 
R Hom$(B, sUJ)). Since all GP-’ and all HP-’ belong to add U,‘, we can choose iso- 
morphisms a, and fll, and therefore we can choose an isomorphism GIN. Assume we 
have lsomorphlsms ai- 1, ai and pi which satisfy the above condition. We also can 
choose an isomorphism ~i+~:GP-i-l[-i-l]+HP-i-l[-i-l] such that 
Pi+lC1loXi+lozi=~i+l oWio~i~Since(~~+l[1]o~i+~~U~+loW~)oZ~~~i+~[1]0X~+lo 
zi - %+l 0 Wi 0 pi = 0, by the property of distinguished triangles, there exists a mor- 
phism S: GP;_ 1 + HP-‘-’ [-i]suchthats~y,=/$+I[l]~xi+I-ui+l~wi.But,by 
Lemma 3.4, Hom,(,,,., (GI’_,, HP-‘-l[- i]) = 0. Therefore Bi+l[l]oxi+r = 
Ui+ 1 0 Wi, and hence we also can choose tli+ 1 : GPF+ 1 -+ HP:+ 1 which satisfies the 
above condition. Since G and H are contravariant continuous a-functors, we have the 
following isomorphisms in D(Mod A): 
GP g G hlim PT E hlim GP; E hlim HPf z H hlim Pf E HF. 0 
i-m m-i mti i-co 
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Remark. Conditions (D2r) and (D21) are closely related to the property of finite 
injective dimension of complexes. Indeed, let R be a commutative Noetherian regular 
ring of infinite Krull dimension, and A := R[X]/(X2 - a), where a is a non-zero 
element in N2 for some maximal ideal N of R. Then A is a commutative locally 
Gorenstein ring of infinite Krull dimension which is non-regular. The bimodule A is 
a pointwise dualizing complex, but is not a dualizing complex. Moreover, A induces 
a duality Dk,d,(Mod A) + DLodA (Mod A) (oral communication with Yoshino). I do 
not know if an arbitrary locally Gorenstein ring A induces a self-duality on 
DLodA(Mod A), or equivalently if for every prime ideal P of an arbitrary locally 
Gorenstein ring A, there is some integer n such that ExtiA(A/P, A) = 0 for all i > n. In 
case of Artinian rings, we can delete the conditions (D2r) and (D21). 
Corollary 3.6. Let A be a right Artinian projective k-algebra, B a left Artinian projective 
k-algebra. Then the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is a left Morita derived dual of B. 
(b) A is a left strong-Morita derived dual of B. 
(c) There exists a cotilting B-A-bimodule complex BUJ. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, it remains to show that (a) implies (c). By the proof of 
Theorem 3.3, suffices to show that JJJ belongs to DkodA(ModA)fid and D&,,,,(B- 
MOd)fid. Since A is right Artinian and B is left Artinian, in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
we can replace &,(A) A/I and @JEII(B, B/J by Afrad A and B/rad B, respectively. 
We are done by Lemma 3.1 (b). 0 
We get a non-commutative ring version of results of Grothendieck and Hartshorne 
[4, Ch. 5, Theorem 3.11 or Yekutieli [13, Theorem 3.91. 
Proposition 3.7. Let A be a local right coherent projective k-algebra, B a left coherent 
projective k-algebra, and &J a cotilting B-A-bimodule complex. Let nVJ be any 
B-A-bimodule complex in D’(Mod BoP Ok A). Then BVAo is a cotilting B-A-bimodule 
complex ifand only if there exist an invertible A-bimodule L and some integer n such that 
nVJ is isomorphic to JJi OAL [n] in D+(Mod BoP Ok A). 
Proof. Let L be an invertible A-bimodule. For an integer n, let nV,’ := BUJ BA L [n]. 
By adjointness and Lemma 2.2 concerning L, it is not difficult to see that nVA satisfies 
the conditions of a cotilting bimodule complex. Conversely, let BVJ be a cotilting B-A- 
bimodule complex. Then Hom;(Hom>(--, au;), BV;) and Hom;(Homt(-, 
sV;), &J): Dkod,(Mod A) + Dkod,(Mod A) are derived equivalences. Since 
Dk,,,(Mod A) E Db(mod A) S! Kb(.CQ, by Lemma 2.13, we have the following 
isomorphisms: 
Hom>(Hom’,( -, t$Z.$), BVJ) E - 6: Horn&U,‘, BV:), 
Hom’,(Homi( -, BV;), &A) z - 6: Hom&VJ, &J). 
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Let M’ and N’ be A-bimodule complexes Horn&U,‘, sVJ) and Horn&V;, JJT), 
respectively. It is clear that M’ and N’ are contained in Dk,,,,(Mod A). By the 
dualities, we have the following isomorphisms in D(A-Mod): 
g Ho% (Mod A) WoGb~‘, BW, AR Gil) 
?I H’RHom’,(N’,, AAA) for all i. 
Then M’ belongs to &,,,,(A-Mod). Similarly, N’ belongs to D$,,,(A-Mod). Also, 
M.6: N’ and N*@:M’ are isomorphic to A in D(ModAoP Ok A). Let p be 
the largest integer such that HP(M’) # 0, and let 4 be the largest integer such 
that Hq(No) # 0. Then we have HP(M*) @JA Hq(N*) z HP+q(M’@5 N’) and 
Hq(N*) BA HP(M*) z HP+q(N*&i M’). Let X := HP(M’) and Y := Hq(N’). We con- 
sider the surjection X @)A Y + X/X(rad A) @A Y/(rad A) Y. Since X and Y are finitely 
generated A-modules on both sides, X/X(radA) and Y/(radA) Y are nonzero. By 
locality of A, X/X(radA) aA Y/(radA)Y is non-zero, and HP(M’) aA HP(N’) is 
non-zero. Similarly, HP(N’) aA HP(M*) is non-zero. Then p + q = 0 and HP(M’) is an 
invertible A-bimodule with inverse Hq(N’). Let HPq(M’) and Hq(N’) be L and L*, 
respectively. By projectivity of L and L*, we have M’ E M” @ L[q] in D(Mod A) and 
N’ z N” @ L* [ - q] in D(A-Mod). Then we have the following isomorphisms in 
D(Mod k): 
EL[q]&L*[-q]0L[q]&N”@M”&L*[-q]@M”&V”. 
Then L[q] 6: N’*O M”@i L* [- q] 0 M”@i N” is acyclic, and M” and N” are 
acyclic. Therefore M’ and N’* are isomorphic to L[q] and L* [ - q] in 
D(Mod AoP Ok A), respectively. Hence we have the following isomorphisms in 
D(Mod BoP Ok A): 
Remark. In Proposition 3.7, we can replace ‘cotilting bimodule complex’ by ‘tilting 
bimodule complex’ under the condition that A is a local projective k-algebra and that 
B is a projective k-algebra. 
Example. For the uniqueness of the cotilting bimodule complex, we need the condi- 
tion that A is a local ring. Indeed, let A be a finite dimensional k-algebra over a field 
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k which has the following quiver with relations: 
with or/?cc = jk$ = 0. Then A, Ael OkelA + A and Ae2 Ok e2A + A are dualizing 
A-bimodule complexes, where morphisms are natural multiplications. 
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